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How to be a Daddy is a journey to discover how 
to become a dad, physically. My dad. To use 
design methods to have the weight, the height, 
the nose, the hands of a daddy, to be able to 
walk, drink, and write like a daddy. 
But a daddy is a complex figure, since a dad is 
as much a physical body as he is a construction, 
an image, a memory. He is such a complex 
figure I had to physically embody him to realise 
that I’ve been trying to become my dad since I 
was a kid, or at least, the ideal of adulthood he 
represents.  A (d)adult. 
To be a daddy, you need to acknowledge this 
tension between what it is a real and what is 
constructed. You need to look at your dad from 
a new perspective, re-contextualise him 
through his body, how he moves, how he walks, 
how he feels. To be a daddy, you need to 
understand what makes your dad for you: what 
memories, histories, expectations. How much of 
it relates to the real dad that moves, breaths, 
sweats, and how much of it has become an ideal 
adult figure to emulate.

(2020-work in progress)

Mixed Media. dad’s height with stilts



weight suit

This third-year project has resulted
in a series of video-essays on:
· How to walk like a dad
· How to drink like a dad
· How to write / make knots like a dad

movement study using OpenPose
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performing a dad’s walk

tempo study



https://vimeo.com/showcase/7213542

Writing like a dad

Drinking like a dad

Movement study with OpenPose Daddy’s hands

Daddy’s nose



Hey, look, something is happening. Third-year design degree show graphic identity. In collaboration 
with Yena Kim (2020)  Branding + graphic design.
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SMITHS MAGAZINE is the official 
student publication of Goldsmiths 

University for more than a 100 years. It 
is made by students for students. In 

Smiths magazine I played the role of 
head designer and creative director. 

Also, I was in charge of rebranding the 
magazine for the first time in ten years.  

In collaboration with Ivy Doxtader
and Tennessee Woodiel.

(2019-2020)

Branding + editorial design 




